‘Voluntary’ Relationships and Royal Gifts of *Pan* in Mughal Bengal

This essay explores ‘giving’ and ‘taking up’ *pan* as an ambiguous and changing system of signs through which a ruler and his subjects could enact political relations in the somewhat public space of a South Asian court. (*Pan* are ‘betel leaves’, *Piper betel*, but the texts I will study suggest gifts of prepared ‘rolls’ of *pan*, containing ground areca nuts, catechu, a lime paste made from sea-shells, and perhaps spices as well.) This essay focuses on the Mughal period in Bengal, and on the first half of the eighteenth century,

* An earlier version of this paper was presented for the panel, ‘The Politics of Ceremonial in Mughal and Post-Mughal India’, at the 28th Annual Conference on South Asia, University of Wisconsin-Madison, October 1999. I would like to thank the organizer, Stewart Gordon, and the other participants, Gavin Hambly and Gail Minault, for their comments and suggestions, and Nita Kumar for questions to which this revision imperfectly responds.
when governors (nawabs) of Bengal became practically independent of control from the
Delhi court.

This essay is based upon four premises that apply equally to royal gifts of pan, to
khil’at, or robes of honour, and to many other royal gifts of honour in the Mughal period.

The first premise is that despite the development of some bureaucratic systems to enable
rule over a vast territory, courtly politics in the Mughal empire continued to be based upon
personal relations to the emperor, and this ‘patrimonial’ dimension of the empire was
repeated at lower levels of courtly politics within it. The second is that to the extent that
political relations in the Mughal polity were personal relations, they could be both
represented by and constituted through royal gift-giving, because in general gifts from
rulers ‘embody every bit as much the persons as their relations’. The third is that it is
important to explore the rational, self-interested, ‘calculative dimension’ of gifts which so
represented and constituted personal political relations; and that this ‘calculative
dimension’ can be found in the two, potentially different perspectives of the donor and the
recipient. Therefore, the public meaning of an act of gift-giving is subject to negotiation
and may remain ambiguous. The final premise is that to understand gift-giving in a particular context requires, as Stewart Gordon argues, a rhetorical analysis, first, of the changing relationship of the two participants, second, of the mediating artifact which they invest with meaning through the public encounter of giving and receiving, and third, of the audience for this encounter.

Royal gifts of pan were both like and unlike other Mughal royal gifts. Like many other gifts of honour in South Asia, royal gifts of pan participated in an asymmetrical symbolic process by which a ruler ‘marked’ the bodies of his subjects, thus both subordinating his subjects and honouring them in his polity. In some gifts of pan, however, there also was a special reciprocal gesture, ‘taking up’ pan, to indicate the acceptance of a particular command (or, possibly, of a new relation between subject and ruler). An expectation that ‘taking up’ pan was to be voluntary implied limits to the ruler’s authority, through the possibility, however remote, that pan might not be ‘taken up’ and the command thereby might be declined. This essay examines both historical accounts and Bengali literary narratives to attempt to trace changing uses of royal gifts of pan. It
suggests trends in the Mughal period to give more emphasis to more finely graded, elaborate and expensive gifts of honour, and to impose new courtly ceremonies which expressed the Mughal empire’s more absolute and bureaucratic authority. It will argue that the ceremony of giving and ‘taking up’ pan remained only marginally useful to the Mughals because, more than other gifting ceremonies, it signified personal choice on the part of the recipient. By attending closely to the politics of changing, ambiguous and contested meanings, this essay also shows where royal gifts of pan and the ceremony of ‘taking up’ pan were modified to express a more absolute authority, or were displaced towards peripheral, ephemeral or ambiguous relationships. It suggests a persistent thematic contrast between voluntarily ‘taking up’ pan in unofficial or improvised ceremonies, and the less conditional and sometimes coerced obeisance dramatized in official, imperial Mughal ceremonies.

**Gifts of Pan as Royal Honours**

In travelers’ reports, histories, chronicles and literature from late medieval and early modern India there are references to royal ceremonies of giving tambula, that is, pan
leaves (‘betel leaves’) prepared with lime, shaved areca nuts (‘betel nuts’), and spices.

Like gifts of robes of honour, gifts of tambula were used as signs of royal favour to constitute political relationships. Such gifts can be documented in South and Southeast Asia, and in both Muslim and Hindu courts. For example, gifts of pan and areca nuts concluded feasts arranged by Sultan Muhammad Tughluq for his nobles and for foreign visitors, and these gifts were received with expressions of homage. Ibn Battuta records the ceremony for this occasion:

> It is their custom that the person to whom this [platter containing ‘betel’] is brought out takes the platter in his hand, places it upon his shoulder and then does homage with his other hand touching the ground.

Similarly, gifts of pan and areca nuts were part of the ‘hospitality gifts’ of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq when he arranged to supply food in kind and cash maintenance allowances to favoured foreign guests upon their arrival at his court. Ibn Battuta’s
‘hospitality gift’ was fixed at 1,000 pounds of flour, 1,000 pounds of ‘flesh-meat’, and 1,000 ‘betel leaves’, together with sugar, tubers and areca nuts. Hospitality gifts of pan and camphor also are described at the court of Vijayanagar, and in a variety of Mughal courtly settings.

Both in courts and in wealthy homes gifts of tambula also were customary to honour guests at their departure. A Sanskrit witticism states, ‘Oh friend, there are a hundred-thousand good qualities of a tambula. It has, however, one great fault (mahandoso), viz. the sending away (of guests) after its bestowal.’ At Ganjikota Jean Baptiste Travernier received such a gift of from Mir Jumla, the ‘Nawab’ [wazir] of Golkonda, after showing Mir Jumla jewels which Travernier hoped would be purchased by ‘Abdullah Qutb Shah, the ‘king’ of Golkonda. Peter Mundy, in India from 1628-1634, briefly mentioned gifts of pan to guests at parting, ‘soe that when they send for Paane, it is a sign of dispeedinge, or that it is tyme to be gon’. Nicolo Manucci (1653-1708) clearly described the etiquette of this practice:
It is an exceedingly common practice in India to offer betel leaf by way of politeness, chiefly among the great men, who, when anyone pays them a visit, offer betel at the time of leaving as a mark of good will, and of the estimation in which they hold the person who is visiting them. It would be a great piece of rudeness to refuse it.\textsuperscript{13}

Like robes of honour, gifts of tambula differed in value, and thus they could indicate how much the recipient was favoured by the donor. Gifts of pan could differ by the number of pan leaves included. A text of Dharmasastra suggests that 32 leaves were appropriate for a king, 24 for a tributary prince, 6 for an enemy, and 4 for a common person.\textsuperscript{14} Pan leaves themselves also were graded by color, taste, smell and tenderness to the tongue.\textsuperscript{15}

Moreover, tambula could include—in addition to the necessary ingredients of pan leaf, finely sliced areca nut, and lime made of oyster shells—a variety of very costly imported flavorings and ‘medicines’, among which we may list catechu, powder of lign-aloes,
ambergris, cloves, and rarest of all, camphor. Only ‘the rich’ used tambula prepared with these costly, additional ingredients.\textsuperscript{16}

Courts distributed and consumed large quantities of pan leaves. In marginal notes to the travel account of John Huyghen van Linschoten, Bernard ten Broecke appends the following comment about the use of pan by Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar:

It is said that [Nizam Shah] . . . spendeth yearly thereof, to the valew of above thirtie thousand Milreyes. This is their banquetting stuffe, and this they make a present of it to travelers, and the Kings give it to their subjects.

To the rich mixed with their own hands, and to others by their Servants.

When they send any man of Ambassage, or when anybody will travel; there are certain Silke Purses full of prepared Bettele delivered unto him, and no man may depart before it be delivered him, for it is a token of his passe port.\textsuperscript{17}
The A’in-i Akbari mentions bundles of pan of truly imperial dimensions: ‘A bundle of
11,000 leaves was formerly called a ‘Lahasa’ which name is now given to a bundle of
14,000’.18 Associated with using tambula and giving it to others were costly implements:
jeweled boxes in which the pan leaves were stored, trays with compartments for lime,
areca nuts, spices, camphor, or other substances applied to the leaves, elaborately
decorated tools to cut areca nuts into small pieces, and, of course, spittoons. Sets of
these implements also are found throughout South and Southeast Asia.19 Like gifts of
robes of honour, royal gifts of pan must have required economic organization to insure
supply of the necessary ingredients for tambula, and supply of the implements by which
they were prepared and presented. Nevertheless, one tambula looks rather like another,
and I assume that for the same expense a ruler could have given them to a much larger
number of people than he could have given robes of honour.

Like gifts of robes of honour, royal gifts of tambula could change the bodies of
subjects who received them by leaving a trace of the ruler’s own body; for the gift which
carried the most honour was a tambula prepared for the ruler’s use, and better, given by
the ruler’s own hand, and it was to be taken into the subject’s mouth. We recognize an asymmetrical symbolic process usual to royal gifts of food, of perfumes and unguents, of robes of honour, and of tambula: ‘marking’ the subject’s body with that of the king, and thereby both including the subject with other subjects also so marked, and subordinating him to the king, whose body, on the contrary, usually remains ‘unmarked’ by the body of the recipient.

Royal gifts of pan may have differed from other gifts of honour in one way. Ordinarily tambula were valuable only when the pan leaves were fresh. One cannot imagine that they were displayed as enduring signs of royal honours, as were robes of honour and the writs (farman) which robes of honour often accompanied. Can we assume that the ceremonial experience of ‘taking up’ pan included its consumption, and the bodily and mental effects of that consumption, as the tambula was ‘enjoyed’?

‘Enjoyment’ (Bhog) and the Thirteen Properties of Tambula

Dharmasastra describe thirteen qualities of a tambula, ‘unobtainable even in heaven’. A tambula is:
. . . pungent, bitter, hot, sweet, salty, and astringent; it counteracts wind and is a vermicide; it removes phlegm and destroys ill smells, is an ornament to, and purifies the mouth; and it makes the fire of desire burn brightly.\textsuperscript{24}

We may analyze this list of qualities as follows. A tambula contains each one of the six flavors. Their balance gives it medicinal properties which act upon the three humors as follows: counteracting ‘wind’, removing ‘phlegm’, and stimulating the elemental ‘fire of desire’ and, we may presume, the humoral ‘bile’ associated with bodily ‘fire’.\textsuperscript{25}

Consumption of a tambula therefore has specific benefits which the verse lists: good breath and intestinal health, for example. More important, consumption of tambula also has a general effect upon the humors and elements of the body. By counteracting ‘wind’ it shifts the balance of the humors away from the ‘incoherent states’, ‘unrestrainable motions’ and ‘ignorance’ associated with an excess of this most problematic of the bodily humors.\textsuperscript{26} By removing ‘phlegm’ and increasing ‘fire’ a tambula produces the benefits of
‘dry heat’. Among these benefits Arabic and European observers widely reported (or alleged) the effects of a digestive and aphrodisiac.27 In fact, tambula were forbidden to classes of people whose ‘fires of desire’ should not be increased: ascetics (yati), celibate students, people observing funeral obsequies, widows and others who were engaged in vows requiring chastity, and menstruating women, for example.28

There also were mental consequences of consuming tambula, for understanding and intelligence also were thought to be more acute if one was in the condition of ‘dry’ rather ‘wet’ heat. An Arabic medical treatise lists among the benefits Indians experienced from the dry heat of tambula, that it ‘raises the intelligence’. This text continues:

The Indians use it instead of wine after meals, which brightens their minds and drives away their cares . . . . Whoever uses it becomes joyful, he has a perfumed breath, perfect sleep by reason of its aromatic, the pleasure which it brings, and its moderate odour.29
An early European traveler also reported both mental and physical benefits: ‘In this way
[by chewing areca nuts and pan leaves] the head and stomach are cleared, and the gums
and teeth strengthened . . .’30 Finally, there were social benefits of having good breath.

This same traveler, Garcia da Orta wrote:

Chiefly when men go to have an interview with some person of quality, they
approach chewing [pan] in their mouths, so as to give out a pleasant smell.

Among these people it is so detested to smell bad or musty that common
people put their hands before their mouths so as not to give out an

unpleasant smell when in presence of a person in authority.31

Because it causes bodily ‘fire’ to burn more brightly, while removing wind and
counteracting phlegm, a tambula might have been both given and ‘taken up’ in order to
produce the kind of person who could undertake a difficult mission, someone with the
mental and moral qualities of intelligence and fortitude, as well as the physical ones of
good health and a capacity for passionate and energetic action, and someone who could be introduced with pleasure to courtly society because of his sweet smelling breath. I have found no Bengali text which explicitly provides this instrumental explanation for royal gifts of *pan* as a ‘tonic and prophylactic’, but such explanations are given for robing in a variety of contexts, because the donor’s ‘spiritual state’ was transferred by a garment he had worn or touched.32 Perhaps the idea needed no emphasis.

‘Taking up’ *Pan*

Whereas making gifts of *pan* to show honour—to Hindus, Muslims and Europeans alike, and to both subjects and visitors from abroad—was a custom widely practiced by South Asian Muslim rulers, an apparently specialized ceremony associated with some royal gifts of *pan* seems to have been regarded as an expedient for rallying non-Muslims, at least in the period of the Delhi Sultanate. This was the gesture of ‘taking up’ *pan* in order to symbolize acceptance of a particular command or assignment from the ruler. For example, Barani reports that in 1290 rebellious Hindu warriors, the ‘rawats and paiks’ of Hindusthan, ‘flocked around [Balaban’s nephew Malik Chhaju], and the most noted of
them received *betel* from him, and promised to fight against the standards of the Sultan’ [Jalal al-Din].\(^{33}\) Other authors emphasize the action of ‘taking up’ the *tambula*, not just passively receiving it from the ruler’s hands, as the gesture signifying acceptance of responsibility for carrying out a particular, and often dangerous command.\(^{34}\) We will see that references to ‘taking *pan*’ can be found in middle Bengali narrative literature from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, and the idiom ‘taking up *pan*’ to mean ‘accepting a command’ also exists in Hindi.\(^{35}\) Of course, a latent possibility of the latter ceremony was its opposite: occasionally the subject properly might decline the ruler’s command, by declining to ‘take up’ the gift of *pan*.\(^{36}\) In this way ‘taking up’ *pan* recognizes a more limited authority than that of ‘fealty’, where the obligation to serve in theory was conditional (the ruler had to meet his obligations to provide a livelihood) but general.\(^{37}\) The voluntary dimension of ‘taking up’ *pan—no* doubt limited in practice—opens more space for negotiation between a ruler and his nobles, and the ceremony in court might have sealed a bargain the two already had reached. In the next section I will describe the way one Bengali text from the latter half of the sixteenth century extends the
ceremony of ‘taking’ pan, by developing a potential for gifts of pan to be distributed to a large number of people.

Gifts of Pan in Mukunda’s Candimangal

This section will examine royal gifts of pan in the long Bengali narrative poem, Candimangal by Mukunda Cakrabarti, a man widely acknowledged to have been the best author of all Candimangal, if not of all works in the genre of mangal-kabya. Mukunda’s Candimangal was written in the second half of the sixteenth century. During the period of Mughal rule in the following century and a half, it became well known and widely copied throughout Bengal. Although new Candimangal continued to be composed in this period, most later poets followed Mukunda’s model, at least in the region of Rarh, the deltaic plains south of the Ganga and west of the Bhagirathi rivers. One episode of this poem describes how Kalketu, an untouchable hunter dwelling on the agrarian frontier between the Bengal delta and the Chota Nagpur plateau, cleared the forest and established and settled a kingdom by the help of the goddess Candi. Mukunda’s version is unique in narrating that while founding his kingdom Kalketu gave pan to all subjects who came to settle.
I agree with Sukumar Sen that Mukunda Cakrabarti probably wrote his Candimangal before the first Mughal conquest of Bengal, which began in 1574, and ended with the Bengal army’s rebellion against Akbar in 1580. True, an account of the poem’s composition, found in some manuscripts, mentions the Hindu general and Governor responsible for later conquests, ‘Raja Man Singh, ruler (mahip) of Gaur, Banga and Utkal’ (north Bengal, east Bengal, and Orissa), and his departure from Bengal ‘as the fruit of sins of his subjects’. Raja Man Singh became sipah-salar (commander in chief) of Bihar late in 1587, and campaigned in Bihar in 1588-90, and in Orissa in 1590-94. He was made subadar (governor) of Bengal in 1594, and campaigned in east Bengal in 1594-98; in 1598 he received permission to return to his home in Ajmer and to govern by deputy.

The verse in which Raja Man Singh is mentioned describes how and why, after the Raja’s departure, Mukunda fled from his home village in undivided Burdwan District, West Bengal, to the small Hindu kingdom of Brahmanbhum (probably somewhere in upland Midnapur District, and then at the border between Bengal and Orissa) where he received the patronage which allowed him to compose his poem. But unlike Mukunda’s near
contemporary Dvija Madhab, who composed his version of *Candimangal* in 1579, just prior to the Mughal rebellion against Akbar, Mukunda does not mention Akbar. Nor does he mention any other Mughal noble, or describe Raja Man Singh’s campaigns against the Afghans in Orissa, 1590-94, or the renewal of worship of Jagannatha at the Puri temple, which Man Singh’s Orissan victories allowed. These recent and important events presumably Mukunda would have heard of from eye witnesses, if in fact he had moved to and composed his narrative in Brahmanbhum only sometime after 1598. Sukumar Sen has questioned the authenticity of this verse, and he has proposed a period of composition ending in 1555/56. In any case, I think that if the important role this text gives to royal gifts of *pan* reflects Bengali practice, it must reflect pre-Mughal, not Mughal practice.

In his narrative of the founding of Kalketu’s kingdom, Mukunda outlines the problems of village headmen and rulers on the frontier of agrarian settlement in the Chota Nagpur peneplain. In a situation of labor scarcity, village headmen, who themselves were labor controllers, used their mobility to negotiate for better terms from alternative rulers. Crucial to their interests were: an initial period of tax free possession to allow
development of cultivation, security of title to the land they would cultivate, permanency of
settlement of the land revenue demand, absence of labor taxes, or additional cesses or
taxes in kind, and their own control of agency for tax collection from subleasers (rather
than tax collection by the ruler’s officials). Village headmen also considered the
procedure for assessing the land revenue demand (more strictly, by measurement of the
land, or more loosely, per plough), its remission for harvest failures, the schedule of its
installments, and the security held for and the rate of interest assessed on unpaid
installments of the land revenue due before the harvest had occurred. On the other
hand, a ruler’s problems were how to satisfy the demands of various labor controllers
coming to his territory with their dependants, given competition for scarce labor on the
agrarian frontier, and at the same time how to establish direct and permanent relationships
with those dependants (circumventing the mediation of village headmen). In Mukunda’s
narrative, Kalketu gives pan to show honour to all his subjects. I suggest that an
expanded ceremony presenting royal gifts of pan to all subjects, rather than only to those
receiving special honour or accepting a specific command, was recommended in this text in order to create direct links between a ruler and his subjects.

In this text, ‘taking’ a gift of *pan* always symbolizes a willingness to obey the superior who gives. Several instances of gifts of *pan* help us to see the ceremony in different contexts. Candi commanded Visvakarma, artisan of the gods, to build Kalketu’s city, and with the command, also gave him *pan*. Visvakarma ‘held Candi’s instructions upon his head’ (*sire dhare ades*). Her instructions of course were oral. I assume this idiom indicates the *anjali* gesture of settling a burden upon the head to indicate acceptance of a command. We also are told that Visvakarma ‘held Candi’s *pan* upon his head’ as well.\(^{51}\)

Gifts of *pan* could be made in the context of a particular command, or of an enduring relationship of fealty. When Visvakarma had built Kalketu’s city, Candi turned to the problem of providing it with settlers, and eventually asked Indra for assistance. Indra in turn commanded Drona to help Candi: ‘Take my *pan*, Drona. You will repay my salt. Quickly go with Candika.’\(^{52}\) Of course, salt was one of the wages of military service. To
be ‘true to ones salt’ meant to be loyal, and to ‘repay ones salt’ meant to perform the
duties or to fulfill the responsibilities for which one had been engaged as a military
retainer, in a relationship where a general fealty was expected of the inferior, and where
continued fealty depended on the superior’s ability to provide the salt of remuneration. ⁵³

*Pan* seems not to have been ‘given’ or ‘taken’ in relations of equality. ⁵⁴ But
Mukunda’s text suggests that the ceremony might be used beyond the context of a
particular command, wherever a relationship allowed for the subject’s choice, and
combined aspects both of fealty and of redistribution. Thus, we are told of Muslims, the
first group of settlers in Kalketu’s kingdom, ‘Having taken the hero’s *pan*, all the Muslims
settled; he gave them the western quarter.’ ⁵⁵ Royal gifts of *pan* could serve as the
reciprocal of gifts of *bhet* given by potential subjects, gifts which in this text always
precede a petition requesting the superior for particular assistance or for a new
relationship. Thus, in Mukunda’s narrative when Kayasthas (the *jati* of writers) came to
settle Kalketu’s kingdom, they brought ordinary gifts of *bhet*—curds, fish, and ghee in clay
pots—to initiate a relationship. They promised to settle their dependents (*prajagan*), and
requested that Kalketu give them and their dependents *pan*, along with good lands well
delimited, houses, paddy seed, and money to buy bullocks; and that he delay requiring
them to repay loans. Here the gifts of *pan* to Kayasthas closed the preceding bargaining
between them and Kalketu, reciprocated their gifts of *bhet* to him, and initiated a series of
much more valuable gifts from him to these honourable, literate and well-spoken subjects,
the ‘ornaments of his city’, and to their dependants, gifts upon which their settlement in
his kingdom had been conditioned.

In the case of Brahman settlers, Kalketu provided gifts of *pan* without receiving from
then any initiatory gifts of *bhet* which might have indicated their inferiority to him.

Kalketu’s gifts of *pan* to Brahmans also initiated a series of much more valuable gifts, for
he had promised to give Brahmans houses and lands free of all revenue demands in
perpetuity, and he conveyed these gifts to them after purifying his own hands with
mantras, *kus* grass, sesame seeds and water. In the relationship thus initiated, Kalketu
did not expect to command these Brahmans, even at some future date; instead he had
promised to ‘be the servant of Brahmans, to fulfill the hopes of all and to accomplish the
honour of each one. Nevertheless, the gifts of pan from the king to Brahmans also
instituted a redistributive economy. He gave them rent free land and houses, and from the
Brahmans Kalketu received not the tangible gifts of bhet, nor the promise of future taxes,
but their ‘judgment’ of sastras, and the intangible gifts of their blessing.

Mukunda’s narrative suggests that Kalketu gave pan to all his subjects, both Muslim
and Hindu, and both high-born and low. Gifts of pan were socially and religiously neutral
symbols of inclusion in a kingdom which contained very different kinds of subjects. In
one other place the text mentions gifts apparently distributed to all: ‘Dependants of various
jati received houses as gifts (imam), settled, and were happy in the hero’s city. Kalketu
honoured them and gave them beautiful clothes. Singing and dancing filled every house’.

Gifts of pan mark out the autarkic boundaries of Kalketu’s royal redistribution. Finally, in
his city pan growers (barui, ‘who continually gave the hero pari’) also could count on a
special relationship with him. He promised them that no one would take goods from them
by force without their being able to call upon the king’s intervention, and that he would
impose no unjust regulation upon them. By synecdoche gifts of pan suggest the whole
redistributive economy of a little kingdom in both directions of redistribution, to and from the king; and they properly precede the more valuable royal gifts of rent-free land and houses, and the interest-free seeds and capital necessary to transform uncultivated land into productive fields.

I find only one mention of something like robes of honour and the gifts associated with them, and they were given only to a very specific set of recipients. To each of his panegyrists (bhat), who of course would be responsible for keeping records of his own honourable deeds, Kalketu gave ‘a pair of fine cloths (khasa jora) and a horse to mount’. They in turn ‘thought continually of the hero’s well-being’.65

Unlike the Mughals’ imperial gifts of turbans, sets of courtly clothing, robes of honour, jewels, swords, and horses and elephants, gifts of pan were imagined in this text as being given to all subjects, rather than being reserved for a nobility. They suggest a direct relationship between king and subjects, even though the text also specifies a mediating role for Kayastha headmen over their dependants. But if Mukunda’s recommendation were put into practice, and gifts of pan had become commonplace, the
‘value’ of receiving them also would have decreased. Furthermore, as gifts they both sealed and veiled bargaining about the specific terms offered to settlers, a process which must have been intensely competitive, given general conditions of labor scarcity on the agrarian frontier. Therefore, behind the gifts of *pan* we may discern a price, or a series of prices, as the king divided his lands among subjects who were valuable to him in different ways and in different degrees; and as they in turn came to terms with him about the taxes he eventually had to collect, and computed both the economic value of his terms of settlement, and the degree of honour he would show them.

Alternatives to ‘Taking up’ *Pan* in Mughal Ceremony

Among the European travelers who describe the uses of *pan*, Bernard ten Broecke (a contemporary of John Huyghen van Linschoten who was in India in the years 1583-1589) seems to have been the last to notice its use in royal ceremony other than as a simple gift of honour, and his probably mistaken account of its use as a ‘passe port’ does not unambiguously refer to ‘taking up’ *pan* to indicate acceptance of a command. Later
European travelers described gifts of *pan* as tokens of honour but not ‘taking up’ *pan* as a ceremony to signify acceptance of a royal command.

One reason may be that although the Mughals gave *pan* as signs of honour, they apparently did not include ‘taking up’ *pan* among their imperial ceremonies. Abu‘l Fazl, in a well known passage, describes ‘regulations for the manner in which people are to show their obedience’. Akbar himself had introduced two new forms of salutation: the *kornish* and the *taslim*. In the former, the implied limit to royal authority in the gesture of ‘taking up’ *pan*—the possibility that the command might be refused and *pan* might not be ‘taken up’—was replaced by an unconditional submission to imperial authority, made as soon as the subject entered the presence of the emperor, and before any specific commands could have been given.

The second ceremony of salutation, the *taslim*, is described as follows:

*It* consists in placing the back of the right hand on the ground, and then raising it gently till the person stands erect, when he puts the palm of his
hand upon the crown of his head, which pleasing manner of saluting signifies

that he is ready to give himself as an offering.\textsuperscript{68}

Since this was a ceremony to be performed upon receipt of a new command and upon
taking leave, it can be compared to the gift of \textit{pan} as a token of honour upon a subject’s
dismissal from court. Finally, for ‘disciples’ who would ‘look upon a prostration before his
Majesty as a prostration before God’, Akbar allowed an optional form, \textit{sijda} or full
prostration, touching the forehead to the ground as in daily prayer.\textsuperscript{69}

Mirza Nathan’s seventeenth century diary records how he used a combination of
\textit{taslim}, ‘obeisance’, and \textit{sijda}, full prostration, to receive \textit{farman}, imperial writs, when they
were conveyed by a messenger from Prince Khurram. Mirza Nathan sent boats to convey
the imperial messenger in state to the place where he was to be met, having erected
velvet canopies there for a ‘ceremony of obeisance’ to be performed by himself and his
subordinate Khans and Rajas. Mirza Nathan continues:
At the aforesaid place where Yakka Bahadur [the messenger] was sitting under the *shamiyanas* (canopies) he [Mirza Nathan] and all others, high and low, dismounted from their horses and elephants and began to observe the rites of obeisance from a distance of one arrow-shot. Reaching near Yakka Bahadur, Shitab Khan, the author of this book [Mirza Nathan], made three obeisances and prostrations of gratitude (*taslim wa sijda*) and then he placed the Farmans respectfully with his two hands over his head and again performed the rites of obeisance and prostrations of gratitude, and put on the robe of honour. After offering royal salute for the third time, he took the Farman for Mirza Bahram [who had not willingly accepted the authority of Prince Khurram] and thrust it on the head of the aforesaid Mirza, and he was made to perform his obeisance with his face turned toward Jahangimagar [where Prince Khurram was residing]. Then Raja Lakshmi Narayan and after him Raja Satrajit were made to observe the rites of obeisance.
Imperial writs, *farman*, embodied the presence of the emperor or princes of the Mughal lineage, and were received with *taslim*, the obeisance which was reserved for the emperor; optionally, they might be received with the full prostration of daily prayer. Mirza Nathan’s diary also describes a Mughal noble taking an imperial *farman* ‘by both his hands, and plac[ing] it on his head with great respect’. Others honoured *farman* by ‘placing them on their heads and eyes’, before performing ‘the necessary formalities of obeisance’.71

Compared to ‘taking up’ *pan*, Mughal imperial ceremonies for the receipt of *farman* reveal the dynasty’s aspirations to display a more centralized and bureaucratic authority, by the honour given to writs. In this passage Mirza Nathan also vividly confirms evidence from Mughal paintings that coercion was used in courtly ceremonies to compel proper obeisance from refractory subjects.72 The more absolute authority apparent in being ‘made to perform obeisance’ should be contrasted with the voluntary acceptance of a new command or a relationship which we often see in the ceremony of ‘taking up’ *pan*. 
Equally important to Mughal courtly ceremony were a rich array of expensive gifts, including robes of honour, horses, riding elephants, jeweled swords, standards, kettle drums, turbans, and jewelry; gifts which conveyed new honours accompanying new titles and responsibilities. Expensive and finely graded gifts of honour, presented to selected nobles who had displayed conspicuous loyalty and ability in their service, reveal the dynasty’s concern to display more exactly hierarchical relations of honour, but to do so only among their noble subjects.

Replacements for the Ceremony of ‘Taking’ Pan in Bengali Literature

The following remarks are based on an initial sampling of Bengali verse narratives from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. I argue that in these centuries Bengali literature closely followed Mughal courtly ceremony and emphasized royal gifts of clothing, jewelry and horses to accompany royal commands, rather than royal gifts of pan.

‘Taking’ pan to signify acceptance of a command does not continue to have the same emphasis in Candimangal texts later than Mukunda’s. Mukunda, for example, gives a precise account of the how the merchant Dhanapati first declined pan, and then accepted
it under duress, when commanded by his *raja* to journey to Sri Lanka. Neither Dvija Madhab (1579) nor Ramananda Yati (1766) mentions the merchant’s ‘taking pan’ on this occasion. Dvija Madhab does write that Dhanapati ‘took the command upon his head’, suggesting only the *anjali* gesture. In the description of Dvija Ram’deb (1649) we see both ‘receiving’ *pan*, and ‘binding a favour’ to the head, but does ‘receiving’ *pan* still indicate acceptance of a command? Certainly *pan* is only the first of two ‘honours’ given to the merchant by the king.

[The merchant] gave presents and honoured the jewel of kings. He bent his knee to the ground and pressed his palms together. First, the merchant received a *tambula* made with camphor. Then his heart’s worries were greatly relieved.

No command to journey to Sri Lanka so far had been given. When it was given, Dhanapati objected at some length, until the king himself reiterated his command and
further ‘favoured’ (prasad karila) the merchant with a jeweled ring. Then the merchant
‘could not remain’. Apparently in a ceremony of taking leave, ‘the merchant bound the
favour (prasad, apparently the ring just given) of the king tightly to his head’, and then
departed.77 If the gesture of ‘binding the favour’ to the head still indicates acceptance of a
command, the ‘favour’ itself no longer is pan, but the much more valuable present of a
jeweled ring.

Very often in later texts gifts of turbans or robes of honour, together with other
costly royal gifts, are described instead of gifts of pan to convey new honours which
accompany new commands, or new relations or responsibilities. I have found no
Candimangal written after Mukunda’s in which Kalketu distributes gifts of pan to his new
subjects. Mukunda’s near contemporary, Dvija Madhab (1579), however, does also
emphasize gifts of clothing which establish direct relations between Kalketu and all his
dependants:
The headman went with all his dependants, and with his officers, advisors and Brahmans; they went to meet the hero [Kalketu] and he saw them.

The hero gave the headman a horse and palanquin, and wrapped the heads of all his dependants with silk scarves (*pater pachara*).\(^{78}\)

In contrast, Dvija Ram’deb (1649) restricts gifts of royal honours to the headman alone:

They arrived at the court [of the hero] in Gujarat. They offered presents (*bhetila*) before the hero, and bowed to him. The dependants looked on the hero with delight. He gave the headman a royal turban (*raj’pag’sir*) for his head. The headman received horses and a palanquin, and departed.\(^{79}\)

The mid eighteenth century author Ramananda Yati (1766) suggested the importance of written records by his mention of a royal clerk. Otherwise he elaborated upon the works of authors later than Mukunda by replacing *pan* with lavish royal gifts:
The hero spent money and established homes and homesteads, and people came, and became his followers. The clerk wrote on papers, the treasurer examined everything; maidservants and menservants ceaselessly came and went.

Everyone tied his horse with a tether, and wore a turban and pair of cloths, and had a mace-bearer to run before him. They had companions to flatter them and hold umbrellas over their heads, and their watchmen carefully stayed awake.

In plaster-walled houses learned Brahmans recited *puranas*; they had beds and bedsteads, palanquins and litters, cloths and ornaments beyond counting, and hundreds of embroidered carpets.

Qadis recited in Persian, while cavalry soldiers paraded Arabian horses, and Turkish [*ponies?*] galloped by. Their old men and womenfolk recognized Iraqi [*and?] . . . horses, while army officers sat . . .
In the new city imagined by this author, everyone apparently received some extravagant
honours, though learned religious elites, Hindu and Muslim, and cavalry soldiers are
singled out for special favours.

When *pan* is mentioned, often the one who gives *pan* is less than a king. A
seventeenth century author, Kabi Krsnaram Das, describes ‘taking’ *pan* in a context which
clearly is not royal. In his *Ray’mangal* (written sometime after 1677) a merchant wished
to build ships, but could not arrange it by himself. His helmsman and navigator
(*karnadhar*) therefore gave *pan* to two shipwrights, Visvakarma and Hanuman in human
disguises, and took them to the merchant, who in turn ‘satisfied’ them with unspecified
‘favours’. Later, we are told, the merchant gave the navigator a ‘head to foot’ set of
clothing (*siropa*) as a sign of his favour when the ships had been completed. Here, not
even the merchant, but only the merchant’s navigator gives *pan* to initiate a relationship of
employment.
We may conclude with a few brief examples from Ghanaram’s *Dharmamangal*, an early eighteenth century text (1711).\(^8^3\) *Pan* is used to accompany commands and to show honour to relatively lowly people in this text. A minor, local *raja* gave hunters *pan* with the command to trap a man-eating tiger, for example.\(^8^4\) In a revealing case of its use, Lau Sen’s mother secretly gave wrestlers *pan* with the command that they break her son’s limbs in the ruse of teaching him wrestling, so that he would be unable to leave home to prove his masculinity and to win his fortune as a warrior. The wrestlers agreed: ‘Having tied the *pan* securely, the wrestlers did obeisance’ and went to find Lau Sen.\(^8^5\) Perhaps the most important case of giving and taking *pan* in Ghanaram’s text occurs when the evil minister Mahamad offers the royal army *pan* with the request that someone spy on Lau Sen’s city of Mayna in preparation for attacking and looting it. At first, no one takes up the *pan*, partly because they fear Lau Sen’s Dom soldiers, and partly because the minister’s plans contravene an explicit directive from their king Gauresvar.\(^8^6\) In these latter cases we are far indeed from gifts of *pan* in a public, courtly ceremony. A sign of voluntary acceptance is necessary because the accompanying command violates dharma.
In general in Ghanaram’s text kings give much more valuable honours to more important subjects. It will take us too far afield to trace all the gifts kings distribute to subjects who have accepted new responsibilities in this text, but gifts of clothing are conspicuous. For example, Gauresvar, the ‘lord of Gaur’, sent Som Ghos, who because of trust ‘ate pan from the king’s hand’, to collect taxes from the locality ruled by Karna Sen (Lau Sen’s father), who had failed to send regular remittances of his taxes. ‘He gave Ghos two shawls and a pair of turbans. As a present (bakshish) he again gave him a horse to mount, and a trumpet, a banner, and a written command. Gop [the jati title of Som Ghos] did obeisance and departed’. Similarly, the prefect of police, after falsely reporting to the king’s minister that he had killed the baby Lau Sen as ordered, received ‘a pair of shawls, a turban (sarband), and a set of clothing’ (siropa) from the minister.

In eighteenth century Bengali literature, sets of clothing, turbans, shawls, cloths embroidered with golden threads, rings and other jewelry, horses, palanquins, banners and trumpets all appear in various combinations as royal gifts which show royal ‘favour’ to subjects who have accepted royal commands and new responsibilities. Exactly as with
Mughal gifts of honour, this rich array of literary gifts makes it possible for authors to reflect the exact degree of honour being shown their recipients. Only Ramananda Yati maintains Mukunda’s dream that all subjects would be bound by gifts to their common king, but his text emphasizes expensive and luxurious goods as signs of the king’s favour.

Royal gifts of *pan* to all subjects might have been possible, as Mukunda had described them, but in eighteenth century Bengali literature they usually suggest a small honour, because the degree of honour a gift carried depended upon its rarity and value.

(Alternately, they may suggest a command which one ought not to accept, from a person whose authority to give it ought to be doubted.) In Ramananda Yati’s narrative royal gifts were oxymorons, extremely valuable and conveying great honour, and yet given to all and so commonplace, and his description of them therefore was utopian.

**Mughal and Post-Mughal Gifts of *Pan* in Bengal**

Turning from literature to narratives which at least claim to have a more direct relationship with contemporary events, one finds abundant references to gifts of *pan* to show honour, but very few to ‘taking up’ *pan* to indicate acceptance of a command. Still,
occasionally, gifts of *pan* continued to be ‘taken up’ to mark the affirmation of relationships and the acceptance of commands, despite the apparent absence of this gesture from official, imperial Mughal ceremony. In this section, I explore a few cases of ‘taking up’ *pan*, most of which occurred in Bengal. I will argue that the ceremony of ‘taking up’ royal gifts of *pan* often seems to have been either modified, or else displaced towards more peripheral, ephemeral or ambiguous relationships.

It is not surprising to find mention of giving *pan* to relatively peripheral people in the context of giving a directive which might have been declined, exactly as contemporary Bengali literature suggests. The *Malda Diary and Consultations* of the English East India Company, for example, records an instance of giving *pan* to Indian merchants in the context of such a directive. In 1681 when the English finally had paid bribes sufficient to receive permission to collect cloth from Indian merchants at their new factory at ‘Englezavad’, Jam Sher Beg, the Mughal ‘*Krori*’ (*karori*, the officer in charge of collecting revenue in a *pargana*, the Mughals’ lowest level of revenue administration), ‘called our Picars [merchants] giveing them Bettle and good words and bid them goe to us at our
new Factory and prize their goods to us &c’.

The word ‘bid’ and the gifts of ‘Bettle and good words’ suggest persuasion rather than, or as well as command, and some degree of choice on the part of the Indian merchants.

On the other hand an interesting example of modifying the ceremony of ‘taking up’ pan appears in Mirza Nathan’s diary, where the modification signified that the recipient of pan had no choice. The incident happened early in his career. Musa Khan, Masnad-i-‘Ala, was the son of ‘Isa Khan, who in turn was the leader of twelve, mostly Afghan ‘lords of the soil’ of eastern Bengal, with whom the Mughals contested for sovereignty early in the seventeenth century. At first, both son and father appeared to submit to the Mughals, and were treated with leniency by the Governor, Islam Khan. Shortly thereafter Musa Khan, the son, apparently gave secret support to a conspiracy against the Mughals among his own men. The leader of these rebels was Husayn Khan, who defeated a Mughal army sent by the Governor himself. Nathan relates how the Governor, Islam Khan, reacted when he heard news of his army’s defeat:
When this news reached Islam Khan, he sent for Musa Khan, Masnad-i-‘Ala, and administered a sharp rebuke to him which was in fact more painful than a wound inflicted by a sword, and said,—‘This is a rose sprung from your garden. Husayn Khan is your product and now you must exert yourself to dispose of him’. Musa Khan, greatly perturbed by these words, took a dao (big knife) and a piece of pan (betel leaf) from Islam Khan and sent 200 war boats belonging to himself and his own brothers, under the command of one of his tribesman [sic.] named Alu Khan Afghan, a trustworthy officer of Musa Khan.

Explaining the situation in turn to Alu Khan, Musa Khan made clear what the Governor had meant by adding the ‘big knife’ to the roll of pan: ‘There is no way out of it except victory or death’. Thereafter Alu Khan defeated and captured Husayn Khan, and Mirza Nathan concludes that as a reward for this service, ‘Islam Khan paid many tributes to Musa Khan and comforted him’. One senses that this was an embarrassing and perhaps a
threatening episode for the Governor. After all, his own leniency might have been blamed for his army’s loss. No written farman is mentioned; the order to Musa Khan seems to have been oral. Perhaps ‘taking up’ pan was used in this case to signify acceptance of an oral command given in a situation where neither the superior nor the inferior could have desired a written record and official scrutiny of what he had done, at least until after suppression of the rebellion. But the brilliant improvisation of adding a ‘big knife’ to the roll of pan clearly indicated the Mughals’ claim to unquestioned authority.

As Mughal power declined in the eighteenth century, however, precisely that aspect of the gesture of ‘taking up’ pan which had made it undesirable for Mughal imperial ceremony—the implicit recognition of the subject’s choice and agency—sometimes again seemed important to chroniclers. James Tod’s summary of the Annals of Marwar gives a vivid example from the decision forcibly to expel and replace Sarbuland Khan as Governor of Gujarat in 1730, after he both had used force to collect a variety of additional taxes from the merchants of Surat, and had concluded an unauthorized treaty with the peshwa Baji Rao. To find a noble willing to undertake this task, according to the chronicler, the
Emperor [Muhammad Shah] had a beera (roll) of pan placed upon a golden salver, which a court official ‘bore in his extended arms, slowly passing in front of the nobles ranged on either side of the throne . . .’ At first, ‘no hand was stretched forth’ because courtiers feared they would be defeated by Sarbuland Khan. But after a long moment of imperial distress, Maharaja Abhay Singh of Jodhpur finally ‘stretched forth his hand, and placed the beera in his turban. . .’. But was this scene of a subordinate noble’s sudden, heroic and honourable response only a literary device of the chronicler? It tells us nothing of the complex factional rivalries at Delhi and in Gujarat, rivalries which pitted Sarbuland Khan against his Mughal opponents at the court (and the peshwa against Maratha warbands he had agreed to help suppress). The chronicler does immediately add a list of imperial honours and payments made to Abhay Singh, prior to his setting out. It is hard to believe that they had not been the subject intense and prior negotiations.

In another incident giving and ‘taking up’ pan was transformed to mitigate the dishonour of having to relinquish an office. In 1748, after his decisive victory over a combined Afghan and Maratha force at Ranisarai, Nawab Alivardi Khan decided to give his
grandson Siraj-ud-daula the office of Governor of Azimabad (Bihar), and to make a
Bengali Kayastha, Jankiram, deputy governor, the person who actually would bear the
responsibilities of this office locally in Azimabad.96 One of Alivardi’s nephews, Sayyid
Ahmad Khan, however, already held the office of deputy governor. Therefore, after Siraj-
uud-daula and Jankiram had been invested and given suitable robes of honour and other
presents, the Nawab improvised a ceremony by which Sayyid Ahmad Khan semi-publicly
and ‘voluntarily’ would relinquish his office to Jankiram:

... to regain Sayd-ahmed-qhan’s good will to this arrangement, as well as
to soften his mind, Djankiram received orders [from Alivardi] to wait upon
him, and to ask his consent in a respectful manner. Sayd-ahmed-qhan
graciously granted it, although highly humbled by a transaction that exposed
his character; and he gave him a Biry of Paan, according to the custom of
India, in token of that consent; his intention being to avoid everything that
might disoblige his uncle; and it is remarkable that Djankiram went by the
Viceroy’s [Alivardi’s] order, in company with Sadr-el-hac-qhan [Sadr ul Haq Khan, Darogha or supervisor of the Sadr ‘Adalat, the provincial judicial administration] to give more weight to his submission.  

This improvised ceremony seems to have been useful precisely because Jankiram’s symbolic ‘submission’ to Sayyid Ahmad Khan, enacted by taking pan from him, partially veiled Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s loss of office, and the public exposure of his loss of favour with the Nawab Alivardi. This veiling was possible because the ceremony’s expected dramatization of a choice was displaced from the recipient of pan to the giver.  

In the ambiguous and ambivalent relations of courtly politics at the end of Mughal rule, the meaning of gifts of pan could become problematic, even when they ostensibly were given to show honour or favour, without any context of command. During Siraj-ud-daula’s final months as Nawab of Bengal and Bihar in the spring of 1757, he was confronted with Clive’s victories at Calcutta and Chandernagore, with the increasing support for the English among members of his court, and with the demand by the English
that he deliver agents of the French East India Company to them. Hoping to retain a
relationship at a distance, in a ceremony of departure he gave the Frenchman Monsieur
Jean Law *pan* from his own hand, before requesting him to depart from Murshidabad to the northwest to escape the English. Nawab Siraj-ud-daula suggested that he would send for Law ‘if there should happen anything new’; but Law is said to have told him plainly ‘that this is the last time we shall see each other’. A few days later, in a fit of rage Siraj-ud-daula threatened the *vakil* of the English (their legal representative at his court) that he would extirpate their race from his kingdom, but later that day he repented this rashness, and summoned the same *vakil* and gave him *pan*, apparently in the vain hope of veiling his own enmity and allaying theirs. No command accompanied either gift; although both ostensibly were gifts of honour, the contexts were friendship in the former case and enmity in the latter; but both suggest Siraj-ud-daula’s ambivalent desire for relationships which he also thought had become impossible.

Still more ambiguous is the following incident recorded by Ghulam Husain Khan. In 1763 he began to believe that Nawab Mir Qasim was holding him ‘as a kind of pledge for
my father’s good behavior, and as an hostage for that of my brother’, both of whom had
absented themselves from the Nawab’s camp. Too ill to move himself, and under
suspicion for his extensive contacts with the English, Ghulam Husain Khan reports that he
‘was very near despairing of my life and honour’. Secretly he arranged that his one
remaining brother also should depart the Nawab’s camp. Later, when he had recovered
his health, Ghulam Husain Khan seized an opportunity to bow to the Nawab before Mir
Qasim entered his private chambers. Nawab Mir Qasim gave him two rolls of pan from
the Nawab’s own supply, and suggested ominously that it was a good thing he the Nawab
had done to allow both of Ghulam Husain Khan’s brothers ‘to take some rest and enjoy
themselves for a while’. Thoroughly frightened, Ghulam Husain Khan in turn feigned
applause for the Nawab’s kindness and generosity, along with thanks for the great honour
shown him by the gift of pan.100 Here the excessive favour shown by a gift of pan from
his own hand veils the Nawab’s profound distrust, which is only hinted at verbally, and
Ghulam Husain Khan’s expressions of gratitude similarly mask his sudden terror.
I have found no evidence from Bengal that pan was given or ‘taken up’ in order to constitute relations of fealty among rebels against Mughal rule. Although negative evidence never is conclusive, perhaps the late seventeenth century zamindari rebellion of Sobha Singh on the western frontier of Mughal Bengal can serve as an example. The most nearly contemporary Mughal history of the rebellion is silent about the procedures used to recruit followers.101 Gautam Bhadra’s analysis of origins of the rebellion emphasizes the ways the zamindar may have found a core of support among poor people from the jati of Bagdis in his zamindari in western Midnapur, to which jati his lineage apparently retained special ritual ties, and to which it once may have belonged.102 In contrast, Aniruddha Ray emphasizes the ways leaders of the rebellion attempted to project themselves as kings, and failed nevertheless to control looting of merchants by their peasant followers. About recruitment of peasants to the rebellion Ray astutely comments:

‘Peasants after the fall of a rebel would always point to the fact that they had paid [taxes] only to a king—and had, in effect, only approved the transfer of power that had effectively changed hands’.103 Perhaps their participation in a ceremony of voluntarily
‘taking up’ *pan* to join a rebellion would not have served peasants’ interests of self-protection in case the rebellion were to fail.

**Conclusion**

This essay explores ambiguous, changing and contested meanings in royal gifts of *pan*. Throughout South Asia, *pan* was given both in courts and in wealthy families to show honour to a great variety of recipients. Like gifts of robes of honour, some royal gifts of *pan* constituted relationships by changing the bodies of subjects who received them, leaving a trace of the ruler’s body in the subjects’ bodies. The gift which carried the most honour was a *tambula* prepared for the ruler’s use, and better, given by the ruler’s own hand, and it was to be taken into the subject’s mouth. By asymmetrically ‘marking’ subjects, royal gifts of *pan* from the ruler’s hand constituted them as inferiors in their relationship to him, while transferring to them some of the ruler’s virtue and authority. On the other hand, an apparently specialized ceremony associated with some royal gifts of *pan* seems to have emphasized the recipient’s independent agency. This was the ‘voluntary’ gesture of ‘taking up’ *pan* in order to symbolize acceptance of a particular command or
assignment from the ruler. Finally, because they were thought to cause ‘fire’ to burn more
brightly, while removing wind and counteracting phlegm, tambula might have been both
given and ‘taken up’ as a tonic and prophylactic, in order to produce the kind of person
who could undertake a difficult mission, someone with the mental and moral qualities of
intelligence and fortitude, as well as the physical ones of good health and a capacity for
passionate and energetic action, and one who could be introduced with pleasure to courtly
society because of his sweet smelling breath.

In Mukunda’s sixteenth century Candimangal we saw that by metonymy the
acceptance of a gift of pan could acknowledge entering into an enduring and generalized
relationship between subject and ruler. In this narrative gifts of pan marked out the
autarkic boundaries of royal redistribution. But behind the royal gifts of pan to all of
Kalketu’s subjects, we discerned a series of prices, as subjects and the king negotiated
terms of settlement on the agrarian frontier. Further, if gifts of pan could have become so
commonplace as to be given to all subjects, the ‘value’ of receiving them also would have
decreased.
Mukunda mentions ‘taking’ pan in a variety of other courtly settings, human and
divine, to indicate acceptance of a royal command. In Bengali literature written after
Mukunda’s poem, ‘taking pan’ is mentioned less frequently, and tends to be displaced to
relationships more peripheral and ephemeral than those of a court. In this later literature
kings use a rich array of gifts—including clothing, weapons, jewels, horses, palanquins,
banners and trumpets—to show royal favour. This rich array of gifts usually is given to a
few subjects who have accepted royal commands and new responsibilities, not to subjects
in general. Because giving and ‘taking’ pan in general are not motifs necessary to the
stories being told, variations in how and where these motifs are used are more likely to
reflect changing customs than to have been made for literary or rhetorical purposes.

Evidence from texts more closely linked to historical events also suggests that royal
gifts of pan probably became less important in the course of Mughal rule in Bengal. One
reason seems to have been that, as Bengali literature suggests, gifts of pan were
displaced by more elaborate, finely graded, and expensive gifts of honour, gifts which
better conveyed the promised advantages of obedience to a few favoured subjects. But
another reason seems to have been that the ceremony of ‘taking up’ *pan*, and its implicit recognition of a subject’s ‘voluntary’ agency, often may not have served the interests of Mughal rulers, who organized courtly ceremonies to express a more absolute authority.

Mughal ceremonies for receipt of new offices or responsibilities privileged written *farman*, the writs of office which provided a permanent record of new responsibilities; whereas in the few records I have found of the ceremony in Mughal Bengal, *pan* appears to have been ‘taken up’ in the context of accepting oral directives. When ‘taking up’ *pan* was used in Mughal ceremony, sometimes the ceremony was modified to express a more absolute authority, as when the Governor of Bengal Islam Khan gave his refractory Afghan subject both *pan* and a big knife to indicate the choice of obedience or death. ‘Taking up’ *pan* to indicate voluntary acceptance of a directive seems to have been displaced towards more peripheral or ephemeral relationships, as when the ‘Krori’ (*karori*) Jam Sher Beg gave *pan* to silk dealers (*paikars*) while bidding them to supply the English East India Company at a new factory. Giving and ‘taking up’ *pan* sometimes were used in order to produce ambiguity in a relationship; as when Nawab Alivardi devised a ceremonial gift of
pan for one of his nephews, to indicate the nephew’s ‘voluntary’ relinquishment of an office from which he in fact had been removed.

Even without the context of a command and its acceptance, the meaning of a gift of pan depended on the relations which were its context, and on the motives of giver and recipient, as in the very different meanings of Siraj-ud-daula’s almost simultaneous gifts of pan to the Frenchman Monsieur Law and to the vakil of the English. So too with ‘taking up’ pan in the context of a directive: in that context, however, we persistently have noted some degree of choice to accept or decline to ‘take up’ both pan and directive. An expectation of choice on the part of the recipient remains, at least in the background, even when that choice explicitly was denied by a modification to the ceremony, or when it explicitly was displaced from the recipient to the giver. I do not argue that personal choice—and its concomitant negotiation of the price for obedience—was an essential and unchanging part of the ceremony of ‘taking up’ pan. I do suggest that the ceremony of ‘taking up pan remained useful because it usually signified personal choice on the part of the recipient, and that it remained marginally useful even though rulers in Mughal courts
gave much more emphasis to ceremonies which stressed a less conditional obedience to a more absolute authority.
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